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Minimum Firebox Dimensions

Log Size Height Depth Front Width Rear Width

18" 17" 14" 24" 20"

24" 17" 14" 28" 22"

Avalon Vented Gas Log Product Offering

MODEL DESCRIPTION FUEL CONTROL BTU’s

VTD-18N/P-TKA 18" Log Set Natural/Propane Electronic Ignition 58,000

VTD-24N/P-TKA 24" Log Set Natural/Propane Electronic Ignition 68,000

Included Accessories

The newly re-designed electronic module is 
easily accessible, and conceiled with a unique, 
decorative hearth media log.

Unitized log arrangement is intricately detailed.

Dramatic Realism
Standard Features
•Realistic ceramic fiber log stack is
   unitized to assure safety,
   performance, and ease of installation.
•Decorative 5 pc. log scrap kit, glowing
   ember chips and lava floor cinders
   complete the custom hearth
   presentation.
•Single flame, high efficiency ceramic
   ramp burner for realistic look and
   feel, creates active, colorful flame
   presentation and plenty of glowing
   coals.
•Hand-held, multi function radio
   frequency remote control
•Fully assembled electronic gas train
   assembly; concealed to maximize
   realism, includes fully automatic
   electronic ignition.
•Design certified decorative gas
   appliance (ANSI Z21.60.A-2000).

The Avalon’s intricately detailed log stack, 5 log scraps, ember chips, and 
cascading ember bed burner are painstakingly recreated from an actual 
wood fire.  Despite it’s completely random appearance, the log set is carefully 
designed for optimum performance as well as aesthetics.  The cascading, 
ramp- style ember burner brings to life the warm yellow flame patterns and 
deep smoldering glow.  The control and gas train assembly is completely 
hidden from view to maximize the realistic scene.  Then the system is hand 
finished in multiple combinations of natural wood tones and smoky, charred 
details for a true to life wood fire presentation unlike any gas log set before it or 
since.

While Certification standards prevent vented gas logs from being classified as 
“heaters”, FMI’s patented burner technology is a clear departure from any other 
vented gas log.  The log stack is integrated into the ceramic burner as a single 
arrangement which is designed to produce an intense red glow that commonly 
generates overall radiant heating efficiencies of 56% in a conventional masonry 
woodburning fireplace, and the cleanest burn in the industry.

FMI goes above and beyond when it comes to safety of our products. In addition 
to industry-leading, clean flame combustion technology, the Avalon includes an 
electronic ignition and safety gas control system with multi-function remote. 
The control and gas train are 100% factory assembled and tested.

The Avalon’s unitized, fully assembled design also makes installation a breeze!  
Just complete the gas connection using the shut-off valve and stainless flex 
connector provided.  Like all FMI logs, the Arcadia doesn’t require any break in 
or “burn off” period, so you can enjoy your new heater instantly.
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